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Introduction
Mobile Learning is designed for a 21st century education. This unique programme facilitates on-site and
off-site learning by showing establishments how they can provide each student with tablet or laptop device
while maintaining control of the establishment’s technology plan.
Simply put, the establishment leases tablet or laptop and parents can easily make a financial contribution
for the use of the equipment. The contribution amount - or whether it is charged at all - is up to the
establishment.
As technology becomes more integrated in the learning environment, solutions must be ready to meet the
unique budgeting challenges educational establishments face. Mobile Learning is a great solution created to
meet such challenges.
Mobile Learning provides:
• 100% inclusion regardless of socioeconomic status
• A financing programme with varied end of term options
• Access to an integrated billing and collection system
• Periodic payment options that match budget cycles
• The option to arrange financial contributions from students, parents or staff
• An extensive set of reporting facilities to help manage your programme

Getting Started
There is a lot to consider when deciding on how best to approach a 1 : 1 Learning programme and the aim
of this document is to provide insight into how our Mobile Learning programme operates and the potential
benefits that it offers.
If you would like more information, you can contact your Mobile Learning provider who can answer any
questions and provide you with an instant illustration of costs for implementing a programme within your
establishment. This will cover everything from the leasing figures, insurance premiums and even a suggested
contribution for your parents/students.
If you do not have a Mobile Learning provider, you can contact CPU directly using the details at the end of
this document.
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Insurance
The insurance policies are designed and written by CPU Group Ltd and are administered by Advent
Solutions Management Ltd. CPU Group Ltd is an Appointed Representative of Advent Solutions
Management Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Designing and writing the policies ourselves has the advantage of being able to provide insurance services
that are tailored to the requirements of the education sector. Our insurance products have been refined over
several years to ensure that educational establishments receive cover that is both appropriate and suitable
for their needs.
We only use manufacturer authorised repair centres to ensure that manufacturer warranties are not voided.
iPads have the added benefit of an exchange unit service rather than being repaired.

Accidental Damage and Theft (AD&T)*
• CPU Group’s insurance covers the equipment for many perils including screen damage, damage from a
fall, water damage, theft etc.
• A wide range of tablets and laptops can be insured
• Protects against repair or replacement costs as a result of theft or accidental damage to the equipment
from any sudden or unforeseen cause
• It covers the equipment for repair or replacement where the equipment is stolen or is beyond economic
repair. For tablets the insurance cover is conditional upon the use, at all times, of a protective case which
meets policy terms and conditions.
• Cover is worldwide, both in and out of classes
• Insurance cover starts on the equipment delivery date
• Our insurance is rated on a monthly basis so you are not restricted to yearly insurance terms. Choose an
insurance term from 12 to 36 months.
• Insurance premiums can be paid in a single payment on delivery of equipment or quarterly over the term
of your insurance.

(Optional Extension to ADT policy) Misappropriation and GAP*
Misappropriation insurance covers the financial shortfall between the amount remaining on the lease and
the early settlement figure provided by the finance house should the equipment not be returned to the
institution, provided the establishment has made best endeavours to recover the equipment.
GAP insurance covers the difference between the early settlement figure provided by the lease company
and the market value, whichever is the lower in the event the equipment is returned by the student during
the lease period, provided the establishment has made best endeavours to reallocate the equipment.
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Common Questions
• Wouldn’t the establishment’s insurance have the same coverage?
The question is whether the existing policy covers damage when the equipment is not on the
establishment’s grounds. Even if the answer is yes, the excess on the establishment’s policy may exceed
the replacement cost of the equipment.
• What is the excess charged for a claim under the insurance policy?
There is no excess for the first and any subsequent claims for each device on the policy however some
schools prefer a no excess for the first claim for each device on the policy and any subsequent claims by
the same student requiring a £50 excess, payable by the parent to encourage the student to take better
care of the device and therefore keeping premiums low. We can provide either option.
• What is the term of the policy?
The policy can be any period between 12 – 36 months, enabling us to match the lease term where
applicable.
• Who is the insured party under the AD&T policy: parents or establishment?
The establishment is the insured party, and the insurance covers the equipment, identified by serial
number.
• How does the establishment pay for the insurance?
Payment for the insurance is made directly to CPU Group Ltd, either by one upfront payment or
by quarterly instalments in line with the period of the lease if you’re financing the purchase of your
equipment.
• What happens in the event of a claim?
A fully online claims management system is available including online claims submission, live claims
tracking and comprehensive reporting on claims performance for your establishment.
• How does an establishment obtain a quote for CPU Group’s insurance?
An authorised Mobile Learning service provider can provide the establishment with and illustration
of costs for a programme. If they don’t have an authorised provider, or would like a full quotation the
establishment can contact CPU Directly.
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Misappropriation and GAP insurance:
• Is only available if CPU Group is administering the parental financial contribution billing & collection.
• Should not be disclosed to parents/students or staff as this may unnecessarily increase claims.
• May not be claimed upon if the Return Date of equipment is less than three months before the end of
the lease

Extended Warranty Insurance*
Our Extended Warranty insurance starts at expiry of the manufacturer’s warranty and covers mechanical
failure due to wear and tear through general use. In some cases, this cover may also include the carriage
costs of any devices sent back under manufacturer warranty so all costs incurred through warranty claims on
your devices are covered.
* Full terms and conditions are contained within our policy documents.
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Parental Contributions
Parent Portal
The parental contribution aspect of the Mobile Learning programme helps the establishment cover the
costs of incorporating the latest technology into their classroom by asking parents to sign up and contribute
towards the programme. Typically, the parental contribution signup is a mandatory requirement for a parent/
student to join the programme however is it entirely up to the establishment as to how this is arranged.
CPU offer a simple and secure online sign up portal allowing parents to pick a device, choose a contribution
term and set up their direct debit instruction:

The portals CPU offers are very flexible and allow for the following:
• Payment and insurance terms from 12 up to 36 months including handling for single payment options
that are paid direct to the establishment
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• Customisable elements such as reseller logo’s, establishment logos and equipment images / descriptions
allowing the establishment to present their portal how they want.
• Secure online direct debit application system, implementing industry standard security measure and
developed in conjunction with BACS guidelines. Parents can choose from 3 possible payment dates.
• Paper based direct debit system as a fall back if the parent/student cannot complete the online process
• Equipment import processes to include any late comers or surplus units that haven’t gone through the
portal.

CPU’s Direct Debit Collection Service
CPU’s dedicated payment collection system provides a hassle free direct debit collection service for
establishments that includes online direct debit applications, a friendly UK based administration team and
direct debit reporting facilities. We also have support for recollection procedures focused on problem
resolution rather than simply repeatedly trying to recollect.
All contributions collected on the establishments behalf are kept in a secure ring-fenced account to provide
piece of mind. The contributions are paid into the establishments account by the 15th of the following
month with online statements available instantly in the meantime.
We also have extensive and intuitive reporting capabilities that include:
• Monthly direct debit summary emails
• An online direct debit summary screen allowing for an ‘at a glance’ view of all parental contributions
and highlighting any collection issues allowing establishments to stay on top of their Mobile Learning
programme
• Full direct debit report that includes:
- Detailed line by line report to review each parental contribution in individually
- Summary report that provides an overview of contributions for when a simpler summary of the Mobile
Learning programme is required
- Exceptions report to list any contributions that have encountered issues while trying to collect
For more full information on this service, please visit:
http://www.cpu.co.uk/CPU/paymentCollectionService.asp
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Managing issues before they
turn into Financial Problems
Arguably one of the most important aspects of a Mobile Learning programme is managing the parental
contributions efficiently and effectively to ensure the programme costs are covered. This is critical to the
success of the programme and the ability to create a sustainable programme that can be refreshed for future
students.
One of CPU’s core ethics is transparency, and our systems reflects that by ensuring that you have instant
access to all of your contribution data whenever you need it. This includes a powerful set of features and
tools to help raise issues as soon as they arise and provide comprehensible methods of analysing data.

Instant Reporting
The most effective way to run a successful Mobile Learning programme is to identify and resolve issues
as soon as they arise. Our Genie system provides instant access to live data, giving the establishment an
accurate, up to date view of their programme. Features include:
• Email notifications as soon as a collection attempt has failed
• An intelligent recollection process that focuses on problem resolution to get contributions back on track.
All communications sent to the student/parent are logged and available to view from our Genie system
• Monthly direct debit summary emails
• Direct debit summary screens and shortfall reporting to raise issues as soon as they arise:

• Traffic light reporting system
to identify collection issues:
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Parental Contribution Performance Reporting
To ensure parental contribution progress is on track, a parental contribution performance system is available
allowing establishment’s to review the current status of their Mobile Learning contributions:

Summary

Parental Contribution Progress Chart
Chart to show the accumalative contribution amounts collected to date. Please note the date range
goes up to the current date not end of term.
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Parental Contribution Monthly Performance
Chart to show the contribution amounts per month.
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Cash Book
Direct debit isn’t for everyone, and for parents who are struggling with their monthly contributions, the cash
book provides an alternative method to contribute and can also be useful to help make up any outstanding
contributions.
The cash book allows an establishment to take direct cash, cheque or card payments towards their
contributions and then reconcile them against the parental contribution records. For example, if a parent
contributing towards a device wants to settle missed payments in cash to the establishment’s reception,
the receptionist can log that a payment has been made through the cash book. This will then automatically
update the contribution balance for the order and generate a receipt for the payment.
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Financing

Leasing Structure
CPU Group Ltd do not provide leasing services however we do work closely with an approved list of finance
houses to provide financing for our Mobile Learning programmes to ensure that you acquire a lease that is
suited for the education sector.
Each finance house will have its own way of operating, however below is an overview of how leasing works
for Mobile Learning:
• Mobile Learning supports a range of leasing options including operating and finance leases from 12 to 36
months. The type of lease required will depend on your establishment and the finance house providing
the lease. Please speak with your Mobile Learning supplier to find out more.
• The lease will be subject to credit approval of the establishment or in the case of state schools, the Local
Education Authority.
• Hardware, software, accessories and services can be included in the lease agreement.
• At the end of the lease term, the establishment has the following options:
- Return the equipment as per the return conditions clause.
- Purchase the equipment at then-current fair market value for operating leases or by paying a passing of
title fee for finance leases.
- Refresh the equipment by returning the old equipment and entering into a new lease for the latest equipment.

Regulatory compliance
Mobile Learning is regulatory compliant and meets Government and LEA guidelines, including non-transfer
of equipment title at the beginning of the lease.
Department of Education guidelines:
“An operating lease is the only type of lease a school should enter in to. These leases involve the
school paying a rental fee for the hire of an asset for a period of time, and are similar to a rental
agreement. No other types of lease, such as finance lease or hire purchase, may be entered in to by
the school as this is a form of borrowing.”
For more guidance on leasing structures from the Department of Education, please visit:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/advice-for-effective-buying-for-your-school
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Online Claims Management
Claims are handled completely online and our claims system aims to remove as much of the administrative
burden on establishments as possible. The parent/student is responsible for completing the online claim
form, after which the nominated claims contact at the establishment must login to confirm the claim. From
here our internal claims process can begin and the device will be returned within 5 workings days.
We also provide reporting facilities that aim to constructively analyse where equipment is being damaged
so measures can be put in place to try and reduce the number of devices that are being damaged. Not only
will this keep insurance premiums low, it will also greatly reduce the downtime that students will incur due to
devices being repaired. The claims data is presented through our claims dashboard, which includes charts
similar to the following:

Monthly Claims volumes
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MyGenie app:
Manage your programme from
your mobile device
MyGenieApp is a real-time management tool for CPU Group Ltd’s insurance and where applicable, contribution
collection services that form part of our Mobile Learning programmes. MyGenieApp is multi-platform and is
currently available for iOS and Android. This lightweight yet powerful app encapsulates the most important
aspects of our programmes and allows the user to manage their programme from a mobile device.

The app focuses on direct debit and claims management
with an emphasis on keeping the information clear and
comprehensible and making managing claims simple
and efficient. The direct debit section allows users to view
monthly contribution collection statements right back to
the start of the programme and notifications will provide up
to date information on the latest direct debit movements.
Claims can be approved in seconds and the claims tracking
feature allows the user to follow the device through every
step of our claims process.
Parents and students can also make use of the app by being
able to access order details, contribution balances and the
ability to make and track insurance claims.
The app also introduces CPU’s credit and debit card
facilities, providing a method for parents to make
payments towards their contributions direct from their
mobile device.
MyGenieApp is available now in the iTunes store and
Google Play store:
https://appsto.re/gb/kaNf7.i
https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=io.cordova.mygenieapp
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More Information/
Contact Details
For more information on Mobile Learning, please visit the Mobile Learning website:
www.cpu.co.uk/ml
For information on CPU in general please visit:
www.cpu.co.uk
For information on our Direct Debit Collection Service, please visit:
www.cpu.co.uk/CPU/paymentCollectionService.asp
For full information and service level agreements for our direct debit collection and claims service, please visit:
www.cpu.co.uk/CPU/serviceAgreements.asp
If you can’t find what you are looking for you can contact us directly using the following details:
Online Form:
www.cpu.co.uk/CPU/contact-us.asp

CPU Group Ltd
3 Lombard Street
London
EC3V 9AA
United Kingdom
T 0345 872 2156
E cpu@cpu.co.uk

